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From the Headteacher
Dear Parents

Finally the sun has started to shine again and it feels like spring
has finally arrived. The changing of the seasons has re-invigorated
our Student Council and they have been hard at work putting their
plans into action. I would like to say a big thank you to all the
members of our Student Council but I wanted to make special
mention of my Deputy Head Girl, Emily Webster. Emily has done a
fantastic job in mobilizing the Eco-group to address some of our
recycling issues and re-develop the Eco-garden. The group
successfully bid for some money to invest in some new re-cycling
bins around the school and introduced a school-wide paper-
recycling scheme. I am in particularly looking forward to
welcoming volunteers from Thomson-Reuters who are coming to
help in the garden and build our plastic bottle greenhouse!

I would also like to say a big thank you to all our staff, students, residents and the community for
their on-going support with Royd Regeneration. We finally took delivery this week of new
temporary classrooms to improve the provision for our Calder VI students following the
temporary relocation of Burnley Road Academy in our sixth form block. These classrooms will
provide essential study areas as our older students prepare for their final examinations this
summer.

I do hope the sun shines this Easter and we all get the opportunity to recharge our batteries as
we emerge from what has been a very long winter.

Wishing you all a relaxing holiday.

Anthony Guise

Attendance Matters
I would like to wish all our students a Happy Easter and hope that they enjoy
their break. As we go to press, whole school attendance stands at 95.5% -
congratulations to all our students who contributed to that figure. All our year
groups have shown commitment and  worked as a team to reach or exceed
their year group target of 95% this academic year – Well Done!  A fantastic
number of students have achieved 100% attendance this term, 425 to be exact.
Excellent attendance is acknowledged by our rewards system so students will
receive certificates, post cards home, most improved attendance awards and

students with 100% will also be placed in the 100% attendance raffle to win High Street Vouchers.
Please could I ask all parents to send in conformation of medical appointments, such as the
appointment card or letter, so we can verify appointments when students sign in or out. Thank you
Miss R Starling ‘I look forward seeing you all, on time, every day, in the new term.’



Attendance Matters
NB: Students falling below 90% attendance
fall into the Persistent Absence category and
could well be subjected to: Parenting contracts
and orders, Penalty notices, Education
Supervision Order or Prosecution.

Reporting on Absence
All absences must be reported by 9am each day by calling the attendance line 01422 889900
Absences of over 5 days must be supported by medical evidence
The aim is to prepare students for progression to Key Stage 4, further education or employment.
Please provide a medical appointment card, copies of prescription/medication given.
Absences of over 5 days without medical evidence will not be authorised
Any form of unauthorised absence may be subject to a penalty notice from the Local Authority.
Please follow up any absences with a note in the student’s planner to the form tutor on their return
to school. Please make routine appointments outside school time. If this is not possible, please
provide the medical appointment card or a copy of the hospital letter. Without this, any absences
will be unauthorised. All unexplained absences will become unauthorised by the school.
Punctuality
Arriving late into school is very disruptive for the class teacher and other class members. It also
means that late students themselves miss vital input from teachers.
Registration is at 8.35am
If, for whatever reason, you know your child will be arriving late, please call the attendance line or
provide your child with a written note.
Late Students must sign in at the Attendance Window in Student Services.
The school gates will be closed each morning at 8.35am
If a student arrives late 2 or more times within the same week they will be issued with a detention.
Persistent lateness can result in a fixed penalty fine being issued to Parents/carers by the Local
Authority.
Holidays during Term Time
Calder High School will not authorise any holidays in term time; the hidden cost of lost education is
very precious to us. The School wishes to discourage holidays during term time as attendance is
vital to academic success. If, after having a 10 day holiday, a student is then genuinely ill, then each
additional day they are absent from school will reduce their total attendance by 0.5%
Research suggests that 17 missed school days a year = 1 GCSE grade drop in achievement.
Basically, holidays in term time do affect your child’s success rate .
*Leave of absence during term time will only be authorised in exceptional circumstances and must be
applied for on a leave of absence form.
Why is your child’s attendance at school so important?   Please read the following:

·  Your child will have access to a safe learning environment.
·  Your child will receive the full‐time education to which they are entitled.
·  Your child will achieve success with their learning at school.
·  Your child will have the opportunity to access the widest possible range of opportunities when
they leave school.

At Calder High School we would like all our students to
 aim for 96% attendance during each academic year

Important Facts about Attendance
100% = no days absence from school
95% = 10 days absence from school
90% = 20 days absence from school
85% = 30 days absence from school
80% = 40 days absence from school



A huge well done to the following students who achieved ‘good’ and
‘outstanding’ in every area on their recent progress report.

Mohammed Adil Minnie Gott Mabel Lamper Leah Ridings
Imaan Ali Gabrielle Graham Chloe Latham Isaiah Riley

Martha Allred Cerridwen Gray Jasmine Lord Freddie Rooney
Elliot Baines Brodie Greenwood Dan Mateer Ruby Ryan

Natalya Battiwalla Tilda Halliday-Jone Saffron McCrink Chantler Katherine Schofield
William Beier Hayley Halstead Ruby McFie Sadie Short

Dale Blackburn Dunstan Haq Betty McParland Rowan Simpson
Farrell Brown Rosie Hetherington Sohaib Mirza Ellie Smith
Minnie Brown Lily Heys Amyla Naz Jude Stappard
Elle Challoner Ned Hiscox Kate Niven Daisy Swinbank
Lucy Coneron Daisy Holmes Katie O’Driscoll Danielle Taylor

Eleanor Crouch Cody Hopwood Sophie Pang Maya Tyler-Moss
Sidney Degnan Alfie Hudson Samuel Paynter Jessica Wademan

Saskia Dunn Zakiyah Iqbal Charlie Pearce Sophia Wheelwright
Jack Edmondson Millie Jowett Dexter Pearce Jasmine Whittaker

Lana Elliott Noah Kelly Yasmin Porter-Barwick Ellie Wignall
Alex Flanagan Eloise King Charlotte Priestley Scarlett Wood
Isobel Gibson Freya Kirby Poppy Pym Emily Yorke

Sam Glassbrook Hollie Knowles Oscar Read Zarrah Zaheer

After the Boxing Day floods, our local community was inundated with help and
support from all over the country and from all different faiths, backgrounds.
It was truly an inspirational example of multi-cultural, multi faith Britain and all
the things that make us great as both a nation and as people.
Inspired by the Peace Vigil held in Hebden Bridge in November 2015, Year 7
have been putting into action a fundraising idea to support the relief effort and
to celebrate this amazing collaboration of faiths working together to rebuild our
community.   As part of their ‘Learning for Life’ day, students have designed a series of multi-faith
logos to celebrate the humanity and kindness displayed by all.  These reflect the solidarity of a
truly multi-cultural society working in peace and harmony together for a united goal.
The winning design will be selected and printed onto bags which will be sold to raise money for
the Calder Flood Relief effort.  Not only will it truly embrace the ethos of the people of Hebden
Bridge but keep alive that amazing  joint effort that boosted so many who would otherwise might
have lost all hope.

Year 7 Round-up



Excellent 8s News
I would like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank you to all parents,
students and staff for such a successful Parents’ Evening on Thursday 3 March
2016. It was great to put faces to names and made me feel exceptionally
proud of our students as they received such positive feedback.
Well done to the students listed below on achieving all ‘good’ and
‘outstanding’ in every area on your recent progress report, keep up the good work!
Amelie Buckley, Teegan Lancaster, Leoni Launder, Isaac Hughes-Dennis, Otis Benbow, Beau Well,
Dani Wilby, James Binns, Adam Lockett, Kyle Statham, Ellie Bogacki, Amy Coaten, Hannah Alker,
Tasmin Wickremeratne, Zoe Naylor, Jessica Paine, Ryley Nixon, Tess Robinson, Julian Pietryszyk,
Malikah Naseer, Lizzie Ashman, Annie Farmer, Abigail Gosling, Chloe Hines, Lauren Ashman, Olivia
Iribarren, Regan Briggs, Georgia Deavin, Louise Fielden, Martha Sunderland, Imogen Tull, Charlotte

Cox, Bethany Fitton, Benjamin Ormerod, Keren Hulme, Tessa Stocks, Izzie
Boyce, Joss Francis, Rachael McGrath, Greta Bugby, Jude Booth, Atiya Akhtar,
Emily Sutcliffe, Eleanor Griffiths, Eliot Wood, Zoe Stanton, Abby Marshall,

Faye Greenwood, Brendan Nally, Ebonie McWhir, Alisha Hussain, Molly Creese,
Elliot King, Elijah Crowther, Millie McParland, Jessica Emmett, Chloe Wilkinson,
Luke Harlow, Jade Pitchforth and Jack Downing. Miss Sutcliffe

Year 7 Round-up
Mrs Payne has launched an exciting inter-form competition to see
which form can collect the most two litre plastic bottles. These will
be used to build an eco-friendly greenhouse. The aim of the project
is to create an Eco Garden that will be built from recycled materials
for everyone to enjoy and to attract local wildlife. Students can get
involved in the project by going along to the dance studio courtyard on a Monday, Wednesday or
Friday at 12.20.

 During the ‘Learning for Life’ Day on Thursday 17 March Year 7 took in part in
a sponsored inter-form activity in PE to raise money for Sport Relief. Get your
sponsorship forms back to your tutors now!

On 2-8 March students competed in the Vocab Express championships. They had the opportunity
to compete against students from across the globe and to improve their vocabulary in 13 different
languages including French, Spanish, German, Urdu, Arabic, Italian, Mandarin, Japanese, Polish,
Russian, Hebrew and Latin. Well done to all the Year 7 students who helped Calder High to reach
great heights once again. Miss Persechino



Year 9 News
I can’t believe we are coming to the end of our second term.  The students
have been busy with lots of different activities over the 10 weeks. I will start at
the beginning of term, when I arrived at back Calder High and saw the
devastation that was caused by the floods.  The one thing that amazed me was
the spirit at the school and sense of community from staff and students alike.
We had students that had lost most of what they owned and I never once saw
or heard a student complain or make an excuse and for me that was and is one of the most
humbling experiences I have ever come across . WE HAVE TRULY AMAZING STUDENTS and staff.

I would also like to wish all the students go to Disneyland Paris on the
sports’ trip a fantastic time.
Over the last few weeks Year 9 have had lots of
information given to them about options and
how to pick the subjects for their GCSE courses.

Students have been well supported through this process by all the staff
at Calder High.
Attendance is so important and in Year 9, the students are constantly reminded about this with the
work that Miss Starling undertakes in the drive for every student to reach 100%. Mr Lee

Year 8 What’s Been Happening This Term
Year 8 were lucky enough to have a fantastic
performance delivered to them by ‘Streetwise’ on
pedestrian road safety; it was extremely informative
and engaging.

One form time per week has been allocated to Accelerated Reader.
Students are time tabled to attend the LRC to choose books, read and
take quizzes. Students’ progress is monitored and celebrated during
form time and assembly. The results for this half term are as follows:

1st–8XL, 2nd–8YA, 3rd–8YC

1st–Georgia Deavin 8XL, 2nd–Zohaib Hussain 8XD, 3rd–Zoe Stanton 8YC
World Book Day – Year 8 had the pleasure of the Book Bus Charity
presenting their assembly on Thursday 3 March 2016. The book bus is a
mobile library that takes books to children in Africa and South America.
Some students have been writing and performing stories during their English

lessons which will be illustrated by other Year 8 students during their ‘Learning for Life’ drop down
day on Thursday 17 March 2016. The illustrated stories will be taken to Africa on the Book Bus.
Eco Garden – Students have been giving up their lunch time to
volunteer in the eco garden, building and constructing objects
from recycled materials so that everyone can enjoy the space.

Sporting Events - Netball : Annie Farmer,
Emily Kaye, Abi Gosling, Issobel Roberts,
Jess Emmett, Issabella English-Burns and
Imogen Tull. Well done on your 16-2
defeat against Rishworth, you were brilliant!



Year 9 Attendance and Student Hobbies

My name is Oliver Booth and I do judo. I train four times a
week for a hour at a time and also every 8 weeks, train with the
pre cadet England squad which is people born between 2002-2003. It is also for
people who win a medal at the British championships. Being on the England squad
also means I am trying to get gold at every competition so I can fight internationally

for my weight and age. It also means that you have increased chance of staying on it next year
even if you don’t win in the British Championships. I started judo when I was seven and I am now a
blue belt and will be getting my brown in the coming months. My previous competition was at
Blackburn for the North West Open. I fought two people there, the first one I narrowly beat only
winning by the lowest score and the fight lasting the full time. The next fight I
beat the fighter in about two minutes and took the gold. My next competition is
in Goole and will be the under 16 competition for the Yorkshire and Humberside
Open. The big competition I am working towards is the British championships in
December and hoping to improve on my bronze last year even though I will be
fighting in Cadet’s Championship which next year will be 2000-2002 age range.

My name is Khalid Ayub, a boxer in 9YA. I box for a club in Dewsbury named
Warrior Breed and I’ve had 10 amateur bouts and 2 skill bouts which is a normal
fight with no decision at the end of the fight. I’ve won eight fights and lost just
twice. I’ve gone to a different country to represent England and won. I’ve beaten a
Great Britain Finalist who is a year older than me and I’m a national Finalist. I first
started boxing at about the age of 3 when I got a punch ball, at first it was

something to keep me active but after a bit I was progressing well and took it quite seriously.
When I was 10 years old I had my first skills bout which was exciting and nervous at the same time.
In the end I had one more and when I turned 11, I could finally have my first bout. I lost my first
fight and felt down about it. After that I picked myself up and won my next 7 bouts beating an
Irish champion who was also a year older than me and a Great Britain Finalist. It was then time for
my first national final which I couldn’t wait for. In the end I lost a very close bout with the judges
scoring it 2-1 in my opponent’s favour. Again I picked myself up and won again 3 months ago in
Birmingham. I’ve got a fight on the 7 April near to Dewsbury on my home show which I can’t wait
for. After that I’ve got the National championships again in May where all
the best boxers in the country face off to see who the best is in England.
I’m looking forward to seeing what happens and again cannot wait for it. If
I potentially win the national title, the best boxers from England will face off
against the best boxers from Wales and Scotland to see who the best boxer
is in Great Britain.

Pupils that have reached 100% attendance this year.
Edvinas Adomavicius 9YA Navraj Hare 9XD Harry Shapland 9XL

Megan Baylis 9XD Pavandeep Hare 9XD Heather Simpson 9XD

Lily Beesley 9YC Charlie Hetherington 9XA Thomas Smethurst-Robinson 9YD

Molly Blacker 9XL Joseph Holdsworth 9XL Dylan Steele 9XL

Izaac Blinkhorn 9YD Elliot Holmes 9XL Oliver Wood 9YL

Kieran Brooks 9YA Alexa Howarth 9XA Mae Woodhouse 9XD

Jari Burnard 9XL Noah Hudson 9YD

Ruben Chalmers 9YC Mary Melbarde 9YL



Year 10 News
This term the Year 10 students have had a few changes to their normal
morning routine. We have revamped the way we use the registration
period to support the students in maximising their opportunities.
On Mondays the students have the opportunity to do some quiet
independent study and to look at their attendance with their form tutor.
On Tuesdays we have the year group assembly as usual.  One of the topics we’ve covered recently
is ‘Relationships’.  We looked at how the decisions you make as a young person can affect you as

an adult.  The students have watched some fairly hard-hitting video clips to
support this subject and have engaged in a mature and sensible manner. On
Wednesdays we are exploring the subject area of British Values.  Students are
thinking about what British Values are, what the word British means to them,
Mutual Respect, Radicalisation, and Thinking

for Yourself. From now until the exams, every Thursday is Science
Thursday!  The students have a clear revision plan to work
through. It is essential that all students bring their Science
Revision Guide to school every Thursday.
At the end of the week we will continue to celebrate Fun Friday, as we have all the way through the
students’ time here at Calder High School.  The Year 10 Tutor Team feel it is important that the
students get this time to unwind and get involved in team games within the form.
Prefects
We’re approaching a great time for our Year 10 students.  After the Easter holidays,
twenty four of our students will be training to take on the role of Prefect for 12
months.  A large number of students have applied for the role, and we are delighted
with the enthusiasm they have shown.  Successful applicants will go through an
interview process which involves a group activity as well as an individual interview with
Mr Taylor and myself.
The role of Prefect is a very prestigious one within school, with the successful students supporting
us with Transition, Peer Mentoring, Anti Bullying, representing the student body, supporting with
duties around school, supporting younger forms, fund raising, representing the school and
organising Year 11 Prom. This is only the second year of having Prefects at Calder High School.  I’m
really excited to see how our new Prefects embrace this new position and develop the role.
Year 10 Heroes

Part of becoming a young adult is knowing how to respond to
difficult situations calmly.  The following students have done
just that recently, and I’m really proud of them – Roshan Amin,
Josh Brier, Fazan Hussain, Ibrahim Khalji and Rowan
Kimber.  Well Done Boys!  You’re a credit to the school.

In slightly different superhero news, Max Holmes
(along with some help from Year 10 students, staff and
parents) raised £1040.66  for ‘Bloodwise’ when he had
all his hair shaved off for the school performance of
‘The Addams Family’.  I have received a lovely letter
from ‘Bloodwise’ thanking all of us for the part we
played in raising the money, but the real hero is Max
for turning this into such a good cause. Miss Hindle



Time to Focus Year 11
At the time of producing this Newsletter (Monday
14 March) the timer to the left shows a countdown
towards 16 May 2016, the day of the first GCSE

exam! Time is speeding by and it is amazing to think there is less than 9 weeks
left and before you know it all the exams will be done and dusted!  It is vital that
Year 11 continue their hard work; they have been fantastic, practising their exam
technique through a series of mock exams, brushing up their Maths, English and Science in form
time, attending revision sessions and more importantly staying focused and listening to their teachers
– WELL DONE ALL. Thank you too for all Year 11 teachers who are definitely going the extra mile
for their students by coaching, guiding, supplying homework, marking work, giving feedback, advising,
supporting learning, marking more work, doing revision classes, providing past papers, revisiting
topics, helping with coursework and then marking even more work! Everyone here at Calder is
committed to doing everything they can to help our students get what they deserve – TOP MARKS.
A big THANK YOU also to parents and carers for your continued support;  we
very much appreciate that at home you are ensuring that your student eats well,
sleeps well, stays calm, has a revision plan, has an productive space in which to
work, has time to relax (but not too much) and more importantly is distraction
free. These last few weeks can really make a big difference and their GCSE results will set them up
for life, productive revision means more marks which of course means BETTER GRADES.
Time to CELEBRATE Year 11
The good thing about Year 11 is that when all the hard work is done it is time to PARTYYYY!

This year the Year 11 Celebration Prom will be held on Tuesday 28
June 2016 at The Venue in Barkisland – check out the website at
www.thevenuehalifax.com Tickets will be £30 including transport to
and from the venue, £25 if transport is not required. The evening will
begin at 7pm and finish at 10.30pm and there will be food, music,
awards, dancing, a photo both allowing for photos to be purchased on
the night and possibly some entertainment. It is a fabulous event and

one which students enjoy every year. Students will be invited to purchase their ticket when they
achieve 2 out of 3 criteria, 300 merits, 96% attendance and less than 5 behaviour points, which
means everyone is still eligible to attend. The first invites will be sent out on Monday 25 April and
this is when tickets will go on sale.
Time to get discounted or FREE PROM TICKETS Year 11
In the run up to this year’s Prom there are 8 Golden Tickets (free) to
be won, 10 discounted tickets to be given out plus 1 person in each
from group will qualify for free transport!  In fact two people have
already won their Golden Ticket, these were awarded in assembly as
part of a random draw based on the Prom Criteria detailed above.

The winners are...

Nathanael Kendall 11YC
and Grace Allaby 11XL.



Time to Focus Year 11

Time to help our community
In January purely by chance I became aware that the "Hub" in Mytholmroyd needed short term
assistant to move themselves and their stock of relief items, food, cleaning products,

electrical goods etc... to the new location at the Library in
Mytholmroyd. Mrs Kaye, Mr Lee and 16 Year 11 students and the
minibus went down to give the required assistance.  It was lovely
that all of them volunteered willingly and they were an absolute
credit to Calder High School.

The Golden Tickets still up for grabs will be awarded for effort & attitude in Maths, English &
Science and the discounted tickets will be given to the first 10 people to achieve 600 merits, the
race is on; the leader board is shown below and it is good to see so many students over the 300
merit mark. Doug Goldstaw 529 and Emma Williams 520 are well on their way and there is still
time anyone to make it there especially as I will be asking staff to give even more merits in lessons
and 5 extra every time a student attends guided revision after school or in the Easter Holiday.
Time for MERITS Year 11
Here is the Year 11 Merits Leader Board and very well done to all mentioned, you are in the top
15% of the year group which is a fantastic result. If merits were GCSE you are A grade students.

Time to wish you GOOD LUCK Year 11
The time is right for me to wish every student in Year 11 the very best of luck with their GSEs
although it isn’t really about luck.  It is about making sure you are in the best position possible on
the day. Be prepared, stay calm, look after yourself and keep up the good work, and luck will
definitely be on your side.



Calder High School has been deeply saddened by the flooding and the
effects it has had on their community, students and staff.  Students and
staff have been working hard to come up with ideas to raise money for
Burnley Road Academy and the flood appeal. One of many ideas was to
hold a bake sale on Friday 8 January 2016 and donate the money to
Burnley Road Academy, any cakes that we did not sell were then

donated to Mytholmroyd Hub to be handed out to
volunteers who were helping with the clean-up. The
pastoral team held a group baking session and students
and parents were really supportive, they provided the
most amazing buns and cakes. The baking proved to be
very popular and we managed to raise £240 for Burnley
Road Academy. We also held a chocolate and sweet
tombola on Friday 22 January 2016 to raise money for the
Flood Appeal. Students gave generously and £140 was
raised. Unfortunately not all

chocolate and sweet
prizes were won so we
will have to host
another tombola soon,
watch this space.

Calder High School Pastoral Fundraising

On Tuesday 26 January Calder High welcomed Year 6 pupils from Wainstalls School and Midgeley
School to do some taster Technology lessons. Pupils experienced an hour of Food Technology with
Mrs Payne where they made rainbow fresh fruit skewers drizzled with melted chocolate. Students
also had the opportunity to do some Resistant
Materials with Mrs Hill where they made book marks and learnt
skills such as how to sand and drill safely.

Mary Melbarde,
George Mears-Sykes and Fuschia Riley in Year 9,
along with Zohaib
Hussain in Year 8 were fantastic student
ambassadors and helped with the smooth run-
ning of the day. The behaviour of all students in-
volved was impeccable and we look forward to
welcoming them back to Calder High soon.

Year 6 Technology Taster Day



The Addams Family Musical 2016
This year has seen another fantastic show from Calder High students and the
Expressive Arts team, with their 2016 musical "The Addams Family".
When Wednesday Addams (played by Frankie Johnson, Year 11) falls in love with
Lucas Beineke (Jed Kuterescz Year 9) their two families must meet - but with two
such contrasting families... an exciting evening of events unfolds!!!
Sam Bell and Molly Husdon in Year 11 stole the show with their tantalising
performances  as Gomez and Morticia Addams. A special mention also has to
go to Year 10 students Kieran Lewis (Pugsley Addams) and Joseph Healey
(Lurch) who created hilariously entertaining characters and delivered their first
ever solo songs.

Max Holmes in Year 10 went one step further and even
shaved his head for the performance, not only fully
committing to the role of Fester Addams but also raising
£1000 for the charity 'Bloodwise'.
80 students have been involved in this year’s performance, not only as

fabulous performers, but Year 10 students Abbie Lally, Esme Palmer, Annie Challenger and India
Dootson stage managed the performance and all contributed
to making an outstanding show.
Well done and congratulations to all the students and staff
involved - another fabulous performance #CHSAddamsfamily

Pastoral Team now on
The Pastoral Team are now on Twitter.  Please follow us at

chs_pastoral for information, news about achievement,

upcoming events, letters to look out for, etc.



RSA Insurance working with Year 11 Business Students.
We were delighted to welcome colleagues from RSA Insurance on 1
December 2015 who delivered workshops for our Year 11 Business
students.  Workshops were based on “Understanding the Customer,
Presentations”, “Delivering to Customer” and “Being able to handle a customer complaint”. This
has helped the students with their coursework.  The RSA staff were extremely complimentary
about the conduct and attitude of our students and the school as a whole.  Stand out students

were; Eime Adomaviciute, Zak Ali,
Georgia Bamford, James Best, Harry
Read, Tilly Taylor, Qasim Khan, Tom
Ashton, Chloe-Leigh Bell, Jude
Corcos, Rory Ellis, Millie Farrington,
Molly Nylan, Beth Taylor, Harriet
Walton, Jay Wild, Danyaal Ahmed,
Jack Anderson, Lawerence Clayton,
Mathew Gledhil, Asaaf Iqbal, Ikrah
Mahmood, Faheem Nasir and
George Standring.

Year 11 Business Workshop

Past and Present Geographers at Calder High
Some of Calder High's A Level Geographers
were very lucky to have a visit from a former
Calder Geography student recently.
Dr Anna Barford, who left Calder High in
2000, spent an hour with the group to talk
about her passion for Geography and the
career path it had taken her on. She was also
the guest speaker at the school's Awards
Evening.
After leaving Calder, Anna studied Geogra-
phy at Cambridge University and then com-
pleted a PhD based at Sheffield University.
Whilst at Sheffield, , Anna worked on a world
mapping project which resulted in the publication of The Atlas of the Real World:  mapping the way
we live. These maps can be freely accessed at: www.worldmapper.org.
 It was interesting for the Geography staff and sixth form to learn about this project as the stu-
dents are familiar with this unusual type of map from their lessons.
Anna is now a research associate back at Cambridge and her special area of interest is
investigating the history of infectious diseases amongst forced migrants.
We were really grateful for the opportunity to hear Anna speak and share some of her travelling
and research interests.



The Flood Fest Neon Disco
On Thursday 4th February, Calder High PE department held
Flood Fest 2016 to help raise money for the flood relief. Over 300 students from both Calder High

School and Burnley Road
Academy put on their neon accessories
and enjoyed an evening of dancing,
table tennis, pool and air hockey, all in
the name of charity. We would like to
say a big thank you to everyone who
attended the event and made it such a
success, in total we raised a
massive £1000!!! We would also like to
say a special thank you to Andy from
Direct Disco Services who provided the
music free of charge for the whole
evening and Year 7 student Elliot
Baines who did an excellent job
providing the lighting.

Calder VI Overseas Project 2016 Fundraising
The Calder VI Overseas Project 2016 volunteers, led by Miss Hartley, are working hard to secure their
fundraising target of £28,000 which must be raised by July when the group head off to Sri Lanka for
two weeks.
Their most recent fundraising activities include the monthly Krispy Kreme
Doughnut sale which raised around £150.  This month we have been able to
include Burnley Road Academy in our sales so a big THANK YOU to them for
getting involved.
Students work on a rota basis to attend Parents’ Evenings in school to provide refreshments including
fabulous home baking.  These evenings usually raise over £100 and help keep parents, students and
staff satisfied throughout the evening.
In the last week of this half term, students will be providing spooky snacks and drinks along with a
fabulous raffle as part of the Expressive Arts production of ‘The Addams Family’.  We are always
pleased to be asked to help out at the School Show, which is always fantastic and such a great
fundraiser for the Project.
During the half term holiday the students will be holding a sponsored car wash in Heptonstall, working
from 9.30am through until it gets dark and making sure cars are sparkling clean inside and out ready

for Spring to arrive.
If you would like to get involved helping the volunteers with
fundraising or if you would like to make a donation, please
contact Miss E Hartley via this email below.
ehartley@calderhigh.calderdale.sch.uk.
Thank you for supporting the Calder
VI  Overseas Project 2016.
Miss E Hartley



Ice Figure Skater Kara Graham
Kara Graham from Year 8 trains and competes in figure skating, she has been ice skating for 3
years. Kara has to be disciplined and trains at the Bradford Ice Arena 3 times a week, she also has
to do exercises off ice at home. She is working her way through the levels which are governed by
NISA. She has partial sighting and as such qualifies for a special competition held for skaters with
disabilities and health problems. Inclusive skating is a Scottish based charity which holds
an international competition each year. Kara has competed there
last year where she won her section bringing home
2 Gold medals and an overall Bronze. She will be
back in Glasgow in April competing again this year.
There has been fundraising and funds have been

secured, for ‘Inclusive Skating
2016’ to go ahead. There are
a few Skaters who travel from
Bradford to compete in
Glasgow and the atmosphere
and support given to each
other helps these skaters with
confidence, not just on the
ice skating but in every aspect of their lives. Kara
also dances in local shows such as the Christmas
show which was Alice in Wonderland this year.

Calderdale School’s Cross Country
On Wednesday the 13 January we took 31 pupils to participate in the
Calderdale School’s Cross Country Championship at Savile Park. This
was a huge increase in numbers from the 2015 event and it just goes
to show the talent that we currently have a Calder High School. All
pupils put in a huge effort and as a result, we had some brilliant

performances.
In the Year 7 boys race we claimed
first place with Eilo Beesley and
second place with Jude Baldaro.
We had some strong runners in the
Year 7 girls race with Daisy Holmes
claiming tenth place. In Year 8 we
had Georgia Deavin finishing
eleventh out of over 50 competitors. Sarah Pedley ran a great
race in the combined Year 10 and Year 11 race finishing third.
To finish the afternoon off in style, Calder High had Tom
Nelson claiming second place in the senior boys’ competition.
All pupils that claimed a top 10 finish in their race will go on
to represent Calderdale in the West Yorkshire schools
competition.



Year 10 Outward Bound Trip 4-8 January
A big thank you once again must go to Stuart Chadwick from Vale Upholstery
for helping to fund our Year 10 students and give them the opportunity to
attend such a fantastic Leadership and Teambuilding course in the Lake District.
Stuart has helped for many years to support our youngsters and they continue to benefit greatly
from the experience. This year the group of 29 Year 10 students, it should have been 30 but one
student was unable to attend due to ill-health, set off from Calder High School at 9am on Monday
4 January. They were greeted by Rosie the course director, on arrival at Ullswater, given rooms and
roommates, put into 3 groups and without further ado, began the course! The nature of the course
is such that the students are always kept busy and active!
The Course Outcomes this year were closely linked to the improved understanding of Leadership
skills, with a view to providing the students with skills that were transferable to the world of work
or further education. The two incredibly fortunate members of staff who were selected to go this
year were Mr Webb and Miss Robinson. Having been on the Outward Bound Trip when it first
began many years ago, the only advice that I could think to give Miss Robinson was to ‘Get stuck
in.’ For the duration of their stay at Ullswater the students are placed in one of three groups with
an instructor or instructors. Everything they do is linked to being part of a team and not letting the
team down. Even mealtimes are linked to teamwork in that students cannot go and eat until all
member of their team are present. Students also have duties to perform around the grounds such
as litter picking. They must, in addition to this, keep their rooms tidy as these are inspected each
morning by the duty staff at the centre.
Each group took part in a range of activities designed to push individual students and get them
out of their comfort zone. All groups went on an overnight expedition, did a water activity
challenge, a high ropes challenge, and an assortment of other on site challenges. To give a fuller

flavour of what the course entailed I will explain what my
group, Scott Group, had to do.
The first challenge they were set involved some trust
building activities at Aire Falls, a local waterfall and beauty
spot. Two sub teams were given the brief to walk
blindfolded between two trees. It is fair to say that it was
very funny to watch but, as of yet, little, if none, of the team
ethos of looking after each other, was on show. Students
were given plenty of time to reflect on their performance
and came up with some good ideas and thoughts about

the range of things that make up leadership and trust in others.
In the second challenge the task became more difficult. Students paired up with one guide, not
blindfolded, and their partner with a blindfold on. Leaders had to communicate effectively with
their partners to ensure that they safely negotiated a route which included steep drops and plenty
of stone steps! The result of this activity was that improved trust was observed, as was excellent
communication and co-operation between the partners.
On the evening of Day One the students in Scott Group gathered together to discuss the
expedition, pack rucksacks and set individual targets for the week. The targets ranged from being a
better team member, to improved communication with other team members. The group were
regularly encouraged to consider the main challenges that the expedition would offer and came
up with four main focal points that could impact on the expedition. Firstly the Mountain terrain,
secondly the heavy rucksack, thirdly lack of resilience and lastly lack of team cohesion. Each in turn
was considered and a plan was formulated to help overcome these potential obstacles.



Year 10 Outward Bound continued...
The expedition itself was an excellent example of
a group of students who went up the mountain
as individuals and came down the mountain as a
much more closely knit unit. On the way up lack
of teamwork and understanding of the different
aspects of leadership meant that the students
became very spread out, with the stronger
walkers at the front and the strugglers at the
back. The heavy bags also had an impact, as did
lack of resilience of one or two students. Regular
reviews came up with different strategies to help
solve this situation. The stronger walkers were
put at the back and much more help and encouragement was forthcoming. This worked well until
a really steep section  where the new tactic of carrying the bags of those struggling, was
employed. It was decided, on reaching the summit of Dolleywaggon Pike, that the group should
split up. Two students went back to the overnight camp at Ruthwaite Lodge with one of the
instructors, whilst the other students voted to continue to a second summit, Nethermost Pike with
the other instructor. What was most impressive was the lack of hesitation of those who wanted to
go on and challenge themselves further! Furthermore, descending the mountain, after the second
peak, in the dark, with head torches on, really brought out the best in the group. They worked as a
unit in difficult conditions to overcome the dark, as well as the treacherous underfoot terrain.
Overall, the expedition was a success. Students reflected on the performance of the group and
gave excellent suggestions as to what went well and what could have been done differently. Scott
group were beginning to come together!
The next challenge involved the group planning, designing and budgeting for the building of a
raft. Scott group divide into sub teams, Martha Hopwood, Keera Nelson Ellie Dyson and Lewis
Kipping began the design work, Leon Denham, Jude Loftus and Tommy Martin sorted out the
costing for the building of the vessel and Sarah Pedley and Ben Newman had the job of finding 17
Orienteering controls around the site, which would help to fund the project. As Sarah is a national
orienteer no-one in the group was jealous of Ben’s role!
The following morning Scott group had to build the raft and paddle to a certain point on the lake
and back. The teamwork on show was impressive with sub teams coaching each other on how to
tie the necessary knots. Everyone was communicating, helping, encouraging and it was no great
surprise that the raft build was a success. With Ben Newman calling the shots in the water and the

rest of the team following his lead, against all odds
and into a powerful headwind, the team
succeeded!
The final two activities really brought out the best
in the team. The first being the Gorge Walk up a
local stream. Individuals took it in turns to be the
leader, sort out the order in the water and be
responsible for keeping the group motivated and
safe. All students did an excellent job, led really
well and when asked to grade themselves on how
proud they were of their achievements on the
Gorge, they gave themselves 10 out of 10.



Year 10 Outward Bounds continued...
When given the opportunity to fully submerge heads in the water following the successful
scramble, most took advantage of the freezing water and I can report that it certainly was
refreshing!
The last activity was the preparation for presentation and the presentation itself, on what they had
done and what they had achieved in the week. This, for many students, was the most challenging
of all tasks and placed them well outside of their comfort zone. At first group cohesion was an
issue. Scott group struggled to get to grips with the presentation and could not decide upon roles
or content. With some coaxing from Rosie as well as Neil and Nick, the two instructors, the
presentation came together as did the other two groups, Shackleton and Johnson, on the
following day. As I listened to all three presentations I was extremely proud of the students. They
really had achieved a great deal, overcome many obstacles and hopefully they will be able to use
what they have learnt at Ullswater Outward Bound Centre in their quest to be successful in future
exploits.
The students who went on the course were; Liam Hawkes, Fergus Rooney, Jake Steele, Jensen
Overton, Declan Palmer, Ellie Sim, Annie Denton, Caryhs Martin, and Abbie Chambers. This
was Shackleton Group. Khalil, Saleem, Alex Whinnie, Roshan Amin, Sufyan Ghafoor, Wilf
Pimblett-Tattley, Natasha Blackwell, Ella Farmer, Hepzi Leatherbarrow, Zuzannah Pietryszyk,

Lauren Bowmer and Natalie
Buchan, this was Johnson
Group. Finally Scott Group
were; Tommy Martin, Leon
Denham, Jude Loftus, Ben
Newman, Lewis Kipping,
Keera Nelson, Sarah
Pedley, Martha Hopwood
and Ellie Dyson.
Mr Webb and Miss
Robinson.

CVI Reading Buddies
Calder High School is incredibly fortunate to have developed a link with Thomson
Reuters.  Thomson Reuters are a global news agency and have the knowledge
and expertise to advise our Sixth Form students on application form completion, interview technique,
software development, corporate law and so much more.  We were delighted to receive funding
from Thomson Reuters to train 16 of our Sixth Form students to become accredited Reading Leaders.
The company Reading Matters came in to school and planned an intensive training day for our
students.  They learned about how to engage, motivate and challenge their reading buddies with
literacy activities and developmental tasks and they will commence their work with their allocated
Year 7 reading buddy on Monday 11 January.  The Reading Leaders will work with their buddy once
a week for a term and hope to increase their reading age by one year or more.  Our reading leaders

are fully resourced with a bank of teaching
and learning materials as well as reward
stickers and certificates to motivate their
partners.  We wish all of the reading leaders
and reading buddies the best of luck.



Calder VI has had another successful half term.  There are so
many exciting things to shout about from academic
achievements to enrichment accomplishments.  First of all,
well done to the 25 Year 13 students who, since their December  progress checks, have made
significant progress in their A level and BTEC subjects.  It is not often that the Calder VI team receives
a message to say that all students in an A level class have achieved full marks for an essay.  Well
done to the Year 12 students, too.  It is fantastic to see each and every student working so hard in
and outside of lesson time.  21 students turned up for the February half term study days and worked
solidly from 9am until 3pm.
During enrichment time this half term, students in Year 12 have been participating in a number of
activities.  Three highly qualified and highly recommended driving instructors visit the Sixth Form to
provide free of charge driving theory lessons.  Nicolas Palmer (07867535134), Greg Smith
(07887762044) and Mark Senior (07788588529) are providing students with the essential skills they
need to pass the driving theory test. They are also giving students the opportunity to take to the
wheel and gain essential practical experience.   Students all have the chance to pass a three year
First Aid qualification.  Our external trainer attends Sixth Form for a two hour training session every
Wednesday.  Approximately 12 students are training to be Reading Leaders.  They have teamed up
with a Year 7 student for up to one hour per week with a view to improving their reading age by
one year.  Thomson Reuters have kindly sponsored our students to receive formal training for this.
We hope to see our students qualify at the end of this academic year.  Thomson Reuters have also
offered to share their expertise with our budding software developers.  A group of students were
invited in to the Reuters office in Mytholmroyd for a software development taster afternoon.  The
students had a fantastic time and have a good understanding of what the role involves.  We pride
ourselves on providing outstanding careers advice and guidance and Thomson Reuters are helping
us to achieve this.
On 2 March, the entire cohort of Year 12 students attended the Manchester UCAS Fair.  It is an annual
trip for our Year 12 students and the most crucial excursion of the year.  Almost all UK universities
are represented at the fair.  Students are able to meet with staff and ask about any course for which
they would like to apply.  There are also a variety of talks, lectures and interactive workshops that
students can sign up to attend.  Calder VI are planning a ‘Your Future’ event for the year 12 students
in June.  This will support the guidance that they received at the Manchester event.
We can’t forget to say a big well done to the following students, too:

- The year 12 Health and Social Care students who completed their 6 week external place-
ments at nurseries around Calderdale.  We received some fantastic feedback.  Well done!

- The year 13 EPQ students who have nearly all completed their extended project work and will
be presenting to staff and students at the EPQ seminars over the next two weeks.

- The year 13 students who participated in the Sociology conference in Manchester last month.
Great preparation for your end of year exam.

- Our Head Boy, Oliver Williams, who has
been offered an internship with Craig

Whittaker MP as well as 2
political think tanks in London.
A budding politician!
Mrs K Wilson

News form Calder Sixth Form



Enrichment at Calder Sixth Form
From the beginning of the November half term, Year 12 students at Calder
VI have been undertaking enrichment activities.  All students in Year 12 have
the opportunity to participate in activities which will enrich their learning
experience whilst studying at Calder VI.  The enrichment programme is
constantly growing with new activities being available as the term progresses.  We now

have a dozen fully certified First Aiders, a class of students who are proficient in driving theory,
sports coaches who are busy setting up their own sports training sessions, student
teaching assistants, AS Mathematicians, work experience for students who study Health
& Social Care and a whole team of Reading Leaders who are buddied up with KS3 students
to help improve literacy skills.  Year 12 have really embraced all the enrichment activities
and it has been a pleasure for Miss Hartley to work with the students on this initiative.

Criminology Conference
The Year 13 Sociologists attended the Criminology conference in Manchester in November,
accompanied by Miss Gregory and Miss Hiltunen. The students were able to learn about the
effectiveness of the prison system, ways of punishment, how the justice system has evolved over
the centuries and received UCAS tips on potential applications to university and to Criminology

courses. They got to meet a real life criminal, who spoke of his
experiences of a life of crime and prison and took a picture with
Dr. Fiddler, an expert in the field of Criminology. Congratulations
goes out to Abigail Rolt for winning the Twitter competition for
most interesting tweet of the event, and to Beth Winters for having
the courage to take the microphone in front of 400 people and ask
Dr. Fiddler a question.

Micro:bit for Year 7 Students
BBC micro:bit coming to Calder High School Year 7 computing lessons!
All students in Year 7 will in the summer term receive a BBC micro:bit in
their computing lessons, once they have completed the introduction and
programming work in lessons they are free to take these home. All this has been made possible by
the BBC.
Students can use their BBC micro:bit for all sorts of cool creations, from robots to musical
instruments – the possibilities are endless. The micro:bit is a handheld, fully programmable
computer being given free to every Year 7 or equivalent child across the UK. It’s 70 times smaller
and 18 times faster than the original BBC Micro computers used in schools in the early 1980s.
This little device has an awful lot of features, like 25 red LED lights that can flash messages. There
are two programmable buttons that can be used to control games or pause and skip songs on a
playlist. Your BBC micro:bit can detect motion and tell you which direction you’re heading in, and it

can use a low energy Bluetooth connection to interact with other
devices and the Internet – clever!
We look forward to publishing the work that the students will be
doing in the coming months!
If you want to find out more or have a go with a virtual micro:bit
check out their website: https://www.microbit.co.uk/



Calder High Students Writing for Africa

Students from Year 8 are working with Ms Elam to support The Book Bus – a small national charity
that takes mobile libraries to developing countries.  Gail Richards, a volunteer from The Book Bus
and local resident, is commencing a long walk – ‘Walking with Words’ around West Yorkshire to
raise awareness of the charity and invited Calder High School to be involved. ‘Walking with Words’
involves taking and sharing stories around lots of different venues in West Yorkshire – schools,
community centres, book shops and so on, and the length of the walk – 124 miles - reflects the
number of miles per week that three children have to walk to school in Malawi. A small group of
Year 8 – William Priestley, Finlay Verry, Keren Hulme, Elliott King, Eliot Wood and Herbie May are
writing and performing stories to celebrate the launch of ‘Walking with Words’.  Initially, they will
perform their stories at Burnley Road J&I School on 17 May.  Following this, their stories will be
made into books and handed to Gail who will take their stories, first of all on her walk around
West Yorkshire, then on to Africa on the new Book Bus – Matilda. In addition, the whole of Year 8
will be given the chance to illustrate the book on their Learning for Life day on March 17.  Selected
illustrations, along with contributions from Burnley
Road, will be added to the book before they go to press.
We are delighted at the opportunity to showcase some
of our students’ writing and performing skills, as well as
forging a good relationship with our new neighbours
from Burnley Road and making global links with young
people across the world.
Ms J Elam Teacher i/c literacy

Walking to school

Matilda visiting Calderdale in the snow before
heading off to Africa



Vocab Express Global Championship
The 2016 Vocab Express Global Championship took place from 2-8 March, with
Calder High competing against schools from all over the world in thirteen
languages including Italian, Russian, Portuguese, Japanese, Mandarin and
Latin. After an incredible effort from all students during their Language lessons, at home and
during lunchtimes Calder High achieved our best ever results in the competition, winning the
overall championship in Russian and reaching second place in Portuguese and third place in
Italian. Calder High was also placed fifth in Japanese, seventh in Hebrew, eighth in Polish, fifteenth
in Mandarin, seventeenth in Urdu and twentieth in Latin.

Well done to all students who took part in the competition –
your hard work paid off! Special congratulations go to our
world champions in Portuguese and Russian: Molly Young
(first in Portuguese and fourth in Italian) and Eime
Adomaviciute (first in Russian and sixth in Japanese). Along
with Molly and Eime, the top scorers from Calder High were
Ruby Morris and Abigail Webster. Well done girls, and a
massive thank you to all students who took part this year.

BBC News School Report
On Thursday 10 March, Year 7 students Adil, Astrid and Rudy
took part in the BBC News School Report, the BBC's initiative
which gives 11-16 year olds the chance to make the news for real!
They worked hard from January to prepare for the Big News Day,
planning and filming interviews with a range of people affected
by the Boxing Day floods. The reporters spoke to Mr Theaker, Deputyhead at Burnley Road Acade-
my and Catriona Graham, a Calder VI student who volunteered in the clear out.  They also inter-
viewed Mike Cooper, a local business owner, about dealing with the aftermath of the floods.

During the project the students got a chance to practice their
writing and speaking skills, as well as directing and filming.
They also got to experience being interviewed themselves
when BBC World came to the school to do a report on our
report!
Click on the School Report link on the school website to see
our finished report. We're very proud of it!



 Over the Easter holidays, 80 students will be representing Calder High School
at the International Junior Football and Netball Festivals held at Disneyland Paris.
Over 3 days of competition, students will play against teams from England,
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, France, Turkey and Brazil in one of the most
prestigious youth festival football tournaments in Europe. As well as taking
part in the competitions, students will also be enjoying everything that the
parks have to offer. So whether it’s going on the exciting rides or meeting the Disney Princesses
the students are all really excited for the opportunity. Good luck to all the teams!


















